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REP ACHIEVEMENTS FROM
2016/17

REP

WINS

TIMETABLING ISSUES

MICROWAVES

Multiple timetabling and admin issues

New microwaves in the library came

have been fixed across the Faculties

about as a result of a Rep raising this

because of the keen eyes of our Reps!

concern at a Rep Assembly, and the new

With the help of University staff, these

facilities were introduced before the new

have been remedied quickly.

academic year.

LECTURE CAPTURE

EMPLOYABILITY

Reps have been promoting lecture capture

Employability masterclasses were set up

in their departments, encouraging wider

in Tourism Management as a result of

usage and highlighting some of the

Reps feeding back that their cohort felt

benefits to students, including re-capping

they wanted more guidance with

and revising from past lectures.

applying for jobs and interview

VENDING MACHINE

processes.

TACKLING HIDDEN COSTS

A vending machine and hot drinks

Reps have helped to identify some of the

machine were introduced next to the Vet

difficulties students face regarding

School Café due to feedback from

hidden costs of courses, and worked with

students about long queues and short

the University to tackle some of the

breaks.

highest.

SURREYLEARN RESOURCES

PROMOTING DIVERSITY

Reps across all courses and departments

Diversity of authors in required reading

have been working with staff to increase

lists has been a subject that some Reps

the level of content and the speed at

have brought to the attention of their

which resources are uploaded to

department, which has been recognised

SurreyLearn.

and looked into.

DIGITAL FEEDBACK

TASTER LECTURES

Digital feedback forms have been

Students have promoted the idea of

introduced in a department in the interest

taster lectures for modules so that they

of minimising paper waste and promoting

are more informed when choosing

sustainability. This may also be being

modules. These have helped reduce

introduced for lecture sign-up sheets.

confusion or dissatisfaction.

